CHAPTER 12
NUMBER/GEOMETRY
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Mathematics
“Number is within all things.” Pythagorasi
“Numbers are the highest degree of knowledge. It is knowledge itself...” Platoii
The great mystical mathematical school of Pythagoras claimed that “All is number,” and that every
aspect of knowledge can be understood through number. In our modern world we see numbers, like everything
else, as fixed concepts. The ancients used number to understand God, the creation, manifestation, and the
physical laws within the manifestation. Science spends its time learning how; the ancients spent their time
learning why. Everything in the manifested universe is vibrating energy. The faster the vibration, the higher state
of the matter (gas vibrates higher than water). Vibration is but a sound, a sound can be reduced to a number, and
number can be expressed through geometry. Today chemists understand that every chemical substance in the
known universe is governed by a specific set of whole numbers, called the atomic number. This number
corresponds to the number of protons and electrons that surround the nucleus of their given atoms. Hydrogen has
a number of 1 for having one electron in orbit, while Helium has two. Number helps to understand the fixed
world, while geometry is the “bridge between the one and the many,” or how the Oneness of God became the
many of the material world. In the ancient world numbers were sacred.
The word mathematics originated with the Pythagorean Mysteries. Students of the mysteries who
studied number and science and how it related to self-knowing were called mathematekoi “those who studied
all.” The word has since become associated with just the learning of numbers. Students taught math today are
domesticated how to memorize a skill, then use it on problems where there is only one right answer. Teachers
test us with a technique called ‘drill and kill.’ iii The spiritual teaching of number would help us understand the
ideas of love, how trees grow, why hair curls, and how one hears. The ancients were less concerned with the

right answer, but how one could use number and its varying possibilities to understand the possibility of the
universe. To know 2+3 is 5 was less important than to understand how 2+3 could equal growth. The two greatest
societies to understand this power of sacred number were the Egyptians and the Maya. The great Greek
philosophers such as Pythagoras and Plato were both trained in Egypt. This ancient understanding of number
appears in the Jewish Cabbala and Hermeticism. To expand beyond this introduction I highly recommend
reading the well-written A Beginner’s Guide to Constructing the Universe by Michael Schneider, and the more
difficult to read Sacred Geometry by Robert Lawler.
Number in Egypt
“Egyptians understood that the creation of the universe allowed the entire system to begin, a system of number,
sound, harmony and frequency. They built a whole civilization to pay homage to it.” John Anthony Westiv
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It is still believed that mathematical knowledge from precession to pi to the golden section were all
‘discovered’ by the Greeks. Thankfully today it is proven that all of these mathematical formula were understood
and used by the Egyptians thousands of years earlier. They were placed within the layout of every temple or
piece of artwork. The Egyptians understood that specific numeric proportions or layouts led to more beautiful or
illuminating finished products. The specific number system or use of equations such a pi and phi led to pieces
that vibrated with powerful energies that would lead those who viewed, heard or experienced them to higher
states of consciousness.
There are surviving mathematical papyrus that were teaching manuals for students. The famed Rhind
Mathematical Papyrus promises “rules for inquiring into nature and for knowing all that exists, every mystery,
every secret.” This papyrus was a set of exercises for students along with their solutions, thus similar to a
modern high school math textbook. When originally deciphered, answers to problems did not match modern
answers and errors were found that could not be accounted for by copying. From these “mistakes” modern
scholars claim the Egyptians did not have a great understanding of mathematics. However this was the technique
of teaching. A teacher today teaches that 1+1 is 2 because they say so. The ancient method was to allow the
student to come to these discoveries themselves, with the teacher there to guide them along the way. The study
of mathematics was for students a matter of individual discovery of not just how numbers behave, but why.
Schwaller de Lubicz spent further time with the papyrus and concluded that many of the answers described as
wrong could not be solved using modern math techniques. To the Egyptians learning how the numbers related to
each other and the universe was just as important as learning basic rules. Often it seems the basic rules (2x5=10)
were never provided, but the student spent time solving problems that would lead them to discover the rule on
their own.v
In many cases steps have been omitted from the calculations, steps that we would perform today on

calculators. It is possible that this was done through the art of doubling. Multiplying 433 x 359 is very hard in
one’s head. Yet with the process of doubling, which is how modern calculators function, very difficult answers
could be found rather easily. “The most ancient system of calculation in the world is also the most modern.”
Doubling would also help to remind the student of the laws of creation, how the many arises out of the one, and
how cells in our body grow. Scholars claim that the Egyptians did not know a 3-4-5 right-angled triangle, which
provided the value of pi, because the calculation for the hypotenuse does not appear in the papyrus. However, the
value of pi (3.14) appears all over Egypt. It appears in tomb artwork of Rameses VI and Tutankhamun, as an
outstretched king and the snake. All Egyptian doorways were laid out to show pi. In fact the Greek symbol for pi
has the same look as the Egyptian doorways. vi Pi is also seen throughout the Great Pyramid, from its height to
base ratio to specific measures inside the chambers and passageways. Egyptologists have always claimed that all
of this is a coincidence, but the Egyptians created this great monument and needed the energy that only a
perfectly constructed “piece of pi” can bring.
The Leyden Papyrus is a papyrus text of stanzas that are can be used to help Ra defeat the serpent Apop.
Each line is designed according to the teachings of sacred number. The 27 stanzas are not numbered 1-27, but
from 1-9 then 10-90 and 100-900. Each stanza of a group (3, 30, 300) all discuss elements pertaining to the main
whole number, in this case three. This symbolism in this papyrus helps to outline the great depth of knowledge
that the Egyptians had when it came to aspects of the sacred in the universe. vii
Space/Time
A member of the Egyptian priesthood understood the physical world more the way a shaman or mystic
understands it. Today people believe that the world we interact with daily is the only world, while shamans see
existence as an onion, one world that overlaps with several others. Thus what is perceived as this world must be
viewed in a different way. The word space has come to mean something that is between two objects. If there
were no objects, there could be no space. Space is defined as the volume between two cars, two walls, two
straight lines etc. A straight line on a page will produce no space, because the line itself is not thought of as
space. The ancients understood there also must be space inside things and not just between them. Time was also
viewed differently. Today time is believed to be linear, a straight line on which events can be plotted. This is
really done in order to differentiate one event from another, thus is related to space. Space is the distance
between objects, while time is the distance on a line between two events. Without events there can be no time.
Just as ancients saw space as also having an inner quality, they perceived time not as a straight line but circular.
There was no past or future just a spot on an endless circle. viii
All modern time needs an event. The time 1:45 is not important to us, only when we have a meeting
scheduled then is it. 5:00 is really not much different than 5:15 except the importance of an event, the end of
work, that we place on that fixed time. Without this concept we would view time in terms of sunrise (new day),
noon (mid day) and sunset (end of day). We wouldn’t go see Robert at 1:45 but sometime during the day. We
would be in less of a rush, and Robert would only know that we are coming and would go about his business
until we arrived. This idea of a fixed specific concept has led to the rigid slavery of our lives, where a clock
dictates how we should think (eat food at 12), act (rush because we are late) etc. Today is now worse as our
circular clock hands that at least reminded us of the movement of the sun in the sky has been replaced with a
blinking light. The further away our link with nature, the less we will be able to notice the omens that have been
staged just for us. To the Egyptian time was more in the now, in our feelings and in spending the moment as best
suits us.
Time is known to be relative, thus influenced by the perception of that who is experiencing time. A wait
at the dentist’s seems longer than when engaged in a fun activity of the same length. Thus time is an illusion, but
when focused on this world it is real. What we call time is only a need of the human mind to explain the way
events seem to happen in some sequence. “In fact what we experience is not the passage of time, but the motion
of the Neteru (energies) as they (we) interact with each other.” The Egyptian text the Instruction of Mer-Ka-Ra
has a father hope his son will live a life of Maat (harmony) because on death those that judge him, “consider a
life as but an hour…life in the other world is eternal, but he who arrives without sin will walk freely as do the
masters of eternity.”ix
That being said, timekeeping was important for the priests of the temples who needed an accurate form
of time, less to mark their lives but more to record the movement of the stars and keep accurate calendars. They

would find that by studying numbers, the sky, and themselves, there was in fact no difference. The Ancient
Hindus learned from the Egyptians that the average breath took four seconds, which they called a prana. With
this system they were able to relate human breath to the rotation of the earth on one degree of its axis to be 360
prana (there’s that number again) or 24 minutes. x
Sacred Geometry
“Geometry existed before the creation.” Platoxi
“Let none ignorant of geometry enter here.” Sign at front of Platonic Academy of Ficinoxii
When one is using geometry tools and number they are thought of as a smaller version of the divine
creator. Their tools: the compass, straight edge, ruler and pencil should be treated with respect for every
geometric construction is in some way mirroring creation. The compass point was seen as the eye of God, while
the legs were the rays of light that shone outward from the All. God was sometimes referred to in mystical
Christianity as the “Great Geometer,” and was depicted holding the compass. Using a ruler creates a line
between two points, which symbolize a line of energy and motion. As each line is drawn Egyptians were urged
to think symbolically of energy lines on the earth and in the body. xiii
The actual numbers will now be presented. The mystical understanding of these numbers, and their
geometric associations of how these numbers create and interact will be elementary examined. Again for further
detail please read the books on sacred number and geometry discussed earlier.
0
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Today we see zero as nothing, but the ancients understood the concept of
“nothing but nothing.” This means that in fact at creation all that exists is
nothing, and with nothing you have everything. Thus to the Maya zero never
marked nothing, but existed as a space showing that one thing was ending and
another was going to begin. Zero was showing there was nothing now, but
there would be in the future. It also rests on the concept of energy cannot be
created or destroyed, thus it is impossible to actually have no energy for it is
always here.
1
“You can not conceive the many without the One.” Platoxiv
“For those who are awake, the cosmos is One.” Heraclitusxv
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The discovery of number begins with the number one and the circle.
Every circle is thought of to be identical, only differing in size. Just as every
manifested form originated from the All, geometrically all numbers and shapes
arise from the circle. The number one creates all other numbers as shown in the
equation 111111111 x 111111111 = 12345678987654321. A circle begins from a
mysterious center, symbolized as a dot or point of the compass. It moves
outward to an infinite number of points that surround it. The radius and
circumference of a circle is known by the value pi, which is endless. The
creation of a circle from a compass is thought of as creating a space of light and
power in all directions. The dot is likened to the male part while the outer circle
is the feminine part. Religious art from the Tibetan Wheel of Life to Christian
Paintings of God holding a circular cosmos relate the circle to the All. The

symbol of a circle with a dot in the middle was the Egyptian, Chinese and Maya glyphs for Light. Our word
universe comes from the Latin word for ‘one turn,’ meaning one turn of the compass to create a circle.
Interestingly the circle encloses the most space with the smallest perimeter. Thus the best protection with the
least material (least weight to carry) is a round shield. A round pizza will hold more toppings and a plate is round
because its shape provides the most space for food. xvi
2
“Everything that originated from the tree of knowledge carries in it duality.” Zoharxvii
“How much different between yes and no? What difference between good and bad?” Tao Te Ching
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If the circle is the All there becomes a problem for unity multiplied by
unity is still unity, 1x1x1x1=1. For one to become two, it need to add to
itself, 1+1=2. For the one to become the many it needs a mirror, another
circle identical to itself. Our world must have a mirror or shadow world or
nothing in it could be created. These two circles overlap to form what is
called a Vesica Pisces, which creates a fish-looking part between the two.
To make the world of two, a straight line is drawn between the point of one circle and the next. This creation of
the second circle was depicted in the ancient myths by the Creator saying the Word (Logos) which allowed for
creation to happen. The fish symbol was seen as the womb or birthplace for the other numbers. xviii The shape was
also the symbol of Christianity in its origin, for the religion started in the astrological age of Pisces. Christianity
may be concealing that its teachings are really about female (fish, womb) and not male energy. The reason a
male figure is used as the “main person of myth” was to show that the teachings are feminine but one must use
masculine energy to act them out.
The number two is duality or polarity. Unity had to have the opposite of itself created: male-female, updown, left-right, good-evil, true-false. Without one part of the polarity there cannot be the other. There can be no
true unless there is also a polar line of false. We could then plot a value of true-false somewhere along this line in
degrees. Anything we think we are, or the universe is, can just be plotted on a straight line of two extremes. The
ancients attempted to express this with the Asian yin/yang, Maya Hunab Ku, or Horus and Set in Egypt. To be
one we must have the opposite. If we are female, we also have male energy in us. Our chore is to walk the
middle ground, without any extreme. This will reconcile the opposite in us. Hermeticists teach to sway less to
one extreme, for we can then not sway as far to the other.
The illusion of this world is of duality. Our world is not the way our conscious mind makes us think of
it: in dual opposites. All there can be is either unity (All) or numbers beyond two (many). As long as there are
two polar opposites, nothing can be created. A male and female can be in a room but cannot create a baby or
even an argument, for a positive and negative charge alone do not produce a current. A plaintiff and a defendant
do not create a ruling. For anything to be created it must have gone past the number two and come together as
the number three. While still in twoness there is only opposition. For this reason the ancients did not like the
number two for it took one away from the All, yet in itself did not actually create anything but discord. As long
as we are in the number two we must be separate from the opposite pole. If we are right, it is because someone
else must be wrong. If we are high, it is only because something else is low. There must be an opposite for
whatever we are judging, thus two is a state of complete static and conflict.
The ancients also believed that if the numbers 1 and 2 were present, the number 3 must also be present.
The trinity used in all religions is the understanding of how number can go beyond the state of opposition. Thus
when the All creates opposites, it also creates the trinity needed to overcome it. In Egypt this was symbolized by
having the open mouth hieroglyph as part of the word used to make up Ra. The mouth closed is the one, the open
lips are the two, while what originates from it is the word (Logos) that allows for creation. Thus all three
numbers were present at the beginning. The ancients believed 1 and 2 were the parents of all numbers. They saw
this because with just a circle and a straight line they could create all the other geometric patterns. xix
3
“The way bears one, the one bears two, the three bear the ten thousand things.” Tao Te Ching
The number three is the birth of the triangle from the Vesica Pisces. The triangle is the first enclosed
shape that can be made, and is the opposite of a circle enclosing the smallest area for the greatest perimeter. A
triangular pizza or shield would be the smallest by area. Three types of triangles exist: equilateral (same angles)
isosceles (two similar angles) and scalene (no equal angles). Three was important as it represented symbolically
the number of stages in the Hermetic process. Native tribes still count 1-2-many, while we need only count 1-2-3
and it is as if by saying three we are in fact allowing the possibility of continuing infinitely. Things when divided
into threes seems natural; beginning, middle, end; birth, life, death; past, present, future; ready, set, go; gold,

silver, bronze. Fewer than three steps seems incomplete, while more than three seems superfluous. xx
While most think we live in a world of duality, we actually live in a world of three. This realization is
one of the great keys to unlocking the wisdom of the universe. Great mystics from Gurdjieff to shamans speak of
learning of the third force that actually creates our manifest world beyond opposites. A triangle is actually
created from a straight line by placing another point somewhere away from it. This point is thought of as the
third force, or the idea of friendship, peace, harmony and marriage. The third force is not a part of the line or the
opposite poles, thus is able to bring them together to create. This third force is not something that can be seen
and touched (the line) but only felt. What brings a man and woman together is love, or in some cases lust. These
concepts cannot be seen, but their effects can be. It is a number of the heart because it is a feeling, as opposed to
the number two understood by the mind.
In myth when the number three appears it represents the process of life, or the third force that can lead to
rebirth, success or transformation. There are three bears, blind mice, little pigs, musketeers, Wisemen, wishes.
Lucky things come in threes. In the Greek world the goddess Harmonia (our origin for harmony) is the third
force for she was born from parents Aphrodite (love) and Aries (War). This is the symbol of the order of Maat
and how one can balance the forces of the world. It is also found in the Egyptian text, “It is I (Atum) who spat
out Shu and Tefnut. I had come into being as One God, and behold there was three.” xxi
With one and two being the parents of all numbers, three must naturally be their first child.
Mathematically 1+2+3= 1X2x3, thus the use of these first three numbers create balance and equality, rather than
opposition of duality. From this peace and harmony the other numbers grow. The building blocks of life (amino
acids) and quartz crystals are in the form of tetrahedrons. Triangles (arches, tripods and A-frames) are also
known for their ability to provide support or strength. Our pelvis and legs are a stable triangular A-frame, while
tricycles provide more stability than bicycles. Rose thorns, shark teeth, and axes get their power from a triangle.
Insects use a tripod as they walk on three of their six legs at any time. The act of praying to reach the divine is
created through the triangle formed with the hands and body. xxii
4
Three has not manifested. It is an unseen force that brings the two together. To have the third dimension
(the physical) it takes a fourth point to make depth or volume. The square is the symbol of the number four and
is equated with equality and fairness: “square meal, fair and square.” It was seen as equal because duality added
or multiplied 2+2=2x2=4. Four represented our planet, divided into the four cardinal directions, elements,
corners of the globe, pillars, or seasons. The number is not actually matter yet, but the origin of the stuff that will
make the matter (elements) or the processes needed to do so. Thus four is the earth which provides the substance
that matter can be created from. To make a child you need a man, woman, desire, sex act. The child is not the
act, but comes from it. The square placed in a circle is the potential for matter enclosed within unity.
Most cities were laid out in a square grid pattern, and sports fields where games of the earth are played
are usually in a square or rectangle. Most board games were laid out on a square, as are playing cards. Anything
square or rectangular can be thought of as something that can symbolize the planet earth. The art of origami
(paper folding that will make symbols of the earth) always begins with a square. The number four, and its higher
denomination of forty were very prevalent in mythology. Forty symbolized a period of time for something
magical to occur. Noah’s ark waited for 40 days and nights, Moses waited 40 days on Mount Sinai to receive the
Ten Commandments, the Israelites spent 40 years wandering the desert, and there are 40 thieves of Ali Baba. At
the 40th day of human pregnancy, the embryo becomes a fetus. xxiii
The human world was said to happen whenever the numbers four and three came together. It became
part of occult symbols of three above (spirit) and four (the elements) below. This concept is found on a US
dollar, in Egyptian art where heads were triangular in measure and bodies in a square, and the symbol of
Freemasonry which is a compass open to 60 degrees (of an equilateral triangle) over a carpenter’s rule open to
90 degrees (of a square). Even numbers were thought of as female, while odd numbers were male. The ancient
language understood how these energies manifested and described things of even numbers like eyes as feminine,
but those that were singular (a nose) as masculine. A cross represents the number four, as it has four sections
linked together where they intersect. Christ was thus not nailed to a cross, but was a symbol to say that he was
pinned to the material world. Only by going past it was He able to attain the Kingdom of Heaven. xxiv
5
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A pentagram represents the number five which provides its knowledge through the golden section and
the spiral. It is seen as the completed matter coming from love because it was the first combination of a male
number (3) and a female number (2). The number five is the number of life and growth due to its connection to
the golden section (also called the golden mean, divine section, fibonacci series, the symbol phi, or the number
1.618). This non-whole number relates to pi, creates spirals, shows how things grow, and was most important for
those who created ancient artwork. It can translate spherical areas onto flat ones. It is thought to be the most
pleasing relationship to look at, thus the most beautiful things are often those with the most golden sections. It is
either explained by the fibonacci series that follows the numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21…, in which the next number
in the series is derived from adding the previous two. The farther along dividing one number by the number
before it will get a more exact golden section. It can also be obtained by dividing a line AC at B so that AB/BC =
AC/BC or 1.6180339. It can also be created from two identical squares. Numerically phi is obtained from 1+
square root of 5 divided by 2. Also pi=phi times 6/5.xxv
Numbers which have an infinite number of digits after a decimal point are called irrationals. They are
irrational because they can not be understood by the human mind. We can watch 2+4 interact, even 2+ .5, but we
can’t watch 2+1.6180339 interact. Modern math tries to rationalize this by creating a new decimal number. Yet
to the ancients something was always lost when using an irrational. The symbol for one-half was a figure with
two unequal sides, showing that once away from a whole number, something was lost. However irrationals were
important for they understood how our entire universe is. Whole numbers were thought of as the consonants of
the world, while irrationals (pi and phi) were the vowels that allowed numbers to interact. This taught that what
we experience in the universe couldn’t be everything, because irrationals are needed to create it, which always
cause a small part to be lost or hidden. They also understood that the golden section would help understand what
was hidden.xxvi
The golden section is found in a rabbit’s tail, a piano keyboard where eight white keys and five black
ones represents the section. The human body is fully structured by this principle with the navel dividing the
body’s entire height by phi, but so is the nose to the face, elbow for the arm, or knuckle to the finger. Any one of
those lengths can be multiplied by 1.618 and obtain almost perfectly the other figure. The idea is that those
whom most people find attractive, often have more body proportions that closely match the golden section. xxvii
Most pyramids use phi in their construction, as all key works of ancient art. Temples were all made with this
principle to bring in harmonic energies into the building. Anything created without use of the golden section will
not be as proportionately aligned to the cosmos. The distance of each planet from the sun shows the golden
section. Since the number was found throughout the universe it was further proof that humans (or anything) was

a mirror for the whole cosmos.
The Golden Section plotted out on paper becomes a spiral. Spirals are found in the way water goes down
a drain, shape of our ears, weather systems, the way plants grow, human DNA works, babies spin to life, hair
curls, our bodies digestive tracts spiral energy and waste from food, and in how galaxies operate. Spirals are the
expression of moving energy, and when energy is allowed to flow unobstructed it will do so in a spiral.
Whenever a spiral is present there a pentagram star inside. Spirals grow around a center point at differing rates of
speed. There are two types of spirals. The first is Archimedean which grows at a fixed rate (each spiral is the
same distance from the previous). This is found in coils of rope, record groves or toilet paper, usually in
manmade creations. The second is the Golden Spiral, which is the most common in nature. Here each coil keeps
increasing, getting wider as it moves away from the source. The Golden Spiral grows around what is known as a
calm eye, or fixed point. This was the original start of the fibonacci series, a place that is unchanging. A
hurricane may rage on the outside, but at the eye all is calm. All plants grow around a central unchanging stem.
Due to the numbers of the fibonacci series, a spiral will spin faster at the center than it does farther out, as the
branches of a tree are closer together at the bottom than the top. Water going down a drain will spin fast at the
center and more slowly at the outside, while in our solar system the planet Mercury (closest to the calm eye of
the sun) moves fastest while Pluto (farthest away) moves slowest. xxviii
Spirals will also occur where opposites clash, thus come together to form something greater. This is
shown in what is called a mushroom spiral, when milk is poured in hot coffee, meets resistance and curls like a
mushroom. This was a key feature of ancient Maya, Egyptian and Greek column architecture. A vortex is another
type of spiral that is seen behind moving rowboats. It is how airplanes or birds fly. Some birds, like the owl, can
use the vortex so well that they can create almost no air turbulence and sneak up on their prey without sound. xxix
The Egyptians often depicted the number five as a five-pointed star, relating that the ideas of five were found in
the stars. The five-pointed star in a circle represented the Duat (the place we will go when perfected). Since
human beings were living life with Maat to become a five pointed star, this perhaps meant they were learning
how to live more as a golden section which would lead to the beauty and harmony of Maat they were seeking.
6
“Every construction, no matter how simple it may be, has a soul because it has volume.” Schwaller de Lubiczxxx
Six is the result of the first three numbers multiplied 1x2x3=6. The idea of six around one makes the best
use of space: telephone ends, muffin trays, computer circuits. Old cities were laid out on a hexagon grid pattern
to decrease competition, minimize transport and allow for maximum administrative control. The ancient
Europeans also saw the week as six days of activity around a central Sabbath day of rest. A bubble is also six
around one, so is lizard skin, Ely's eyes, snowflakes, honeybee hives and quartz crystals. With the number five
something has grown and become physical matter, however it needed time and space to define it. While four is
the makings of the world, six is the framework that our world operates in. It is important to note that creation
does not take place in time, rather time is an effect of creation. Anything related to time or space is laid out in
multiples of six, connected to the time when the calendar was 360 days. There are 60 minutes in one hour, 60
seconds to a minute, 24 hours in one day, 12 inches in one foot, 36 inches in one yard, 360 degrees for one circle,
12 ounces to a pound. All of these units of measure were either related to the circuit of the earth around the sun,
or the length of a degree on the earth’s surface. Thus every measurement we would make in our daily lives
would link us back to the cosmos.xxxi
The word six is closely related to the word sex. Sexual intercourse can only happen in the world of time
and space. However, tantra teaches that one can use sex in order to transcend the world of time and space. The
cube is a perfect 6-sided figure and was used in Egypt as a symbol for space (volume, because it needs six
directions to define it). The Neteru sit upon a throne (cube) in the pose of meditation to reveal that they are using
the power of meditation to transcend what they sit upon, time and space of this world.
7
“But the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God, in it thou shalt not do any work…” Genesis 20: 10-11
“Progress of Supreme Unity, upon which all virtue and by passing the number seven into the number ten, there
may be a wonderful operation depends.” Henry Cornelius Agrippaxxxii

Seven is seen as the perfect number in the ancient world. Seven is interesting as
1x2x3x4x5x6x7=7x8x9x10; and 1x2x3x4x5x6=8x9x10 showing that seven and ten are related. The number
seven is actually not necessary in the equations, thus it serves as a balance. Libra, the scales is the seventh zodiac
sign. As well, 3+4=7 but 3x4=12, showing that 7 and 12 are related, as represented in a piano which has seven
white keys and five black keys. The Bible contains hundreds of references to the number seven. There were
seven original planets, chakras, stars of the Pleiades (which the Egyptians called the Seven Hathors), colours of
the rainbow, notes on the musical scale, Churches of Asia, Seals of the New Testament, Virtues (faith, hope,
charity, strength, prudence, temperance, justice), Deadly Sins (pride, avarice, luxury, wrath, idleness, gluttony,
envy), Wonders of the World, Liberal Arts, dwarfs in Snow White, Golden Candlesticks, uraeus in Egypt, and
souls of Ra. Christmas trees originally only had seven lights to symbolize the seven chakras going up the spine.
The seventh day was to be the Sabbath (Hebrew for ‘cease from labour’), and the 7th year was a ‘year of release’
when a field was left fallow, debts were forgotten, slaves set free, or statute of limitations for some crimes. Thus
the number seven was always seen as the great path, or the point when we are no longer bound by our past. xxxiii
Very little in the world is 7-sided because a heptagon’s angle cannot completely cover a flat surface and
fill three-dimensional space without leaving gaps. Thus seven is used to transform from six to a higher vibration
of eight. This jump of transformation is referred to as an octave. Everything that grows, like the human body,
follows a doubling process for seven intervals before reaching the eighth stage. In a human this is when the cell
can divide into two. The octave is very important to understand this number, which is greatly related to music
and will be discussed in the next chapter.
The number seven is best experienced through the colour of the rainbow. Sunlight is all seven vibrations
of light that blend together into one. A prism refracts the sunlight, bending and spreading the waves by size to
the seven colours (chakras, musical notes). We can hear ten musical octaves due to the spiral shape of our ear but
we can only see seven colours due to the rods and cones of our eyes. Rods receive black and white, while the
three cones see red, green and blue (which combined make the other colours). A colour TV is made up of small
red, blue, and green holes to match the retinas of our eyes. If you take a second prism, the colour returns to white
light, showing that the monad creates all numbers yet never loses itself. xxxiv The importance of the number seven
as a process is because it relates to the seven chakras. They represent specific parts of our being: physical,
mental, emotional etc. Each one must be harmonized and cleaned to allow the kundalini serpent to rise and mix
with the spiritual energies of the sky. This will allow us to reach the eight (new octave of vibration). The mention
of seven in religion or myth is really a teaching tool for the understanding and cleaning of our chakras. In Persia
are the Seven Shining Ones, Seven Valleys in Islam to reach Allah, Buddhists journey through the Seven Gates,
and climbing Jacob’s Ladder takes us to Seventh Heaven.

8
Eight is the new octave, and is the number of Tehuti/Hermes. They are related to Gnosis, thus eight must
be the number of reaching inner knowing or knowledge that comes without words. Eight is known for it’s
doubling power: 2x2x2=8. It’s symbol shows perfectly flowing energy along the above and the below. It is found
in an Egyptian text, “I am one who became two, two who became four…who became eight, then I am one
again.” When seen on its side it is the symbol for eternity, again showing that the wisdom of Tehuti leads one to
eternal life.
Asia was the first stop of the Egyptian Mystery Schools and is no surprise that eight is a key number
there. It is found in the eight Essential Saints, Directions of the Wind, and the Eightfold Path to Enlightenment.
Tibetan mandalas and the placement art of feung shui uses the eight. The Buddha was claimed to be born on
April 8, with a birth attended by eight priests, and he died on December 8 at the age of 80. His ashes were
divided into eight portions and given to the eight tribal chiefs. It is the number of hexagrams that make up the
Taoist oracle of the I Ching which creates 64 hexagrams (8x8), the same number reflected in the human DNA
molecule and the Maya Tzolkin calendar. The writers of the New Testament were actually the Christian
Gnostics; Hermetic Egyptian initiates who understood the secrets of sound, number, and music. The Gnostics
knew Jesus by the number 888, the value of his name. Interestingly Hermes was known as thrice greatest.
Hermes is a descendant of Tehuti whose sacred number was 8 or the Ogdoad. Thrice Tehuti would be 888. The
Gnostics may have been revealing great wisdom in their choice of names in the text. Mary has the number 192,
when added to Jesus 888 equals 1080. 1080 is the number of the moon and feminine intuition. xxxv The Hermetic
writers of the New Testament may have been showing that their text was more inspired by the feminine energies
of the world, thus very opposite to the Old Testament which was founded on the male solar energy.
1080 is also the sacred number for Greek words that represent the Holy Spirit, spirit of the earth, and the
fountain of wisdom. 1080 is the radius of the moon in miles, 108 is the atomic weight of silver (also associated
with the moon and Hermes), is the traditional number of breaths in one hour, and 10800 is the number of stanzas
in the Hindu Rig-Veda. In Christianity the word Christ has a number value of 1080. The importance of number
and sound was a key aspect of ancient symbol and knowledge. By understanding this fact may help you not only
when looking for the inner understanding of modern religious texts but in the Egyptian texts as well. Pyramids
are actually octahedrons, 8-sided figures of which only the upper four are seen. Some think the pyramids of Giza
may have the other four sides created underground. This is the densest geometric form, and was the symbol of
fire. It was condensing the fire of spirit into the smallest space. When the number eight is multiplied (16, 24 etc)
the total of the numbers get smaller. This wisdom helps to lead us to understanding the illusion of the world. The
world is thought of as a dream, and just as we dream at night we see it as less real upon waking, so too does the
wisdom of Gnosis explain that the father we get from this world, the less real it becomes. It is attempting to
bring us back to the eight, the octave, and the understanding of oneness. xxxvi

9
“When Abraham was ninety and nine years old, the Lord appeared to Abraham and said unto him, I am the
Almighty God; walk before me and be thou perfect.” Genesis 17:1
Nine is the limit to which number can reach before beginning a new series. It was thought of sacred,
representing perfection and order and was the number of Osiris. In Asia gifts given in groups of nine are
considered most respectful. It is found in sayings like “cats have nine lives, go the whole nine yards (not ten),
was on cloud nine, dressed to the nines.” Nine is used by shamans to express an ultimate journey, while Odin
rules the nine Worlds, Homer claimed the city of Troy was besieged for nine years, while Persephone spent nine
months above ground. In Christianity there are nine orders of angelic choirs, nine orders of the devil, and the
nine gates of hell, Jesus died at the 9th hour, and appeared nine times to his disciples. Nine is showing the extent
one can go. Nine is the key to the process of birth, for there are nine threads to the human cell and a baby takes
nine months to be born. Nine closes the possibilities of a cycle because anything multiplied by nine still works
out to nine. For example 3x9=27(2+7=9). Because nine is always nine, when you find that nine (Osiris) is really

the higher self. Gurdjieff claimed the Enneagram (9 points) is a universal symbol which contains all knowledge.
The number 9 insures that the numbers 1 and 10 are also present. The Ennead of Egypt came from the 1 of Nun,
and 9 around 1 to produce a pyramid. The number 99 is sometimes used by landlords in lease, or a prison
sentence deemed the ultimate term. Abraham was 99 when the Lord spoke to him, while Islam has 99 Beautiful
name for God.xxxvii
10-Decad
Ten is the end of the process, contains not only the entire family of numbers 1-9, but also is ready to
raise a new family 11+. To know the properties of ten is to know all, 1+0=1, and flows back to unity. Any
number multiplied by ten will have its root the same as multiplying by 1. Ten is the Pythagorean perfect number,
and most today want to be a perfect ten. This is why Horus, who is the principle we all must know to reach
oneness and enlightenment is the number ten. He is also the number 5 to show that it is the wisdom of growth
and the golden section that will lead us to the number 10. In ancient myth the number ten would usually signify
the completion of the journey, or the end of the path as an enlightened one. The Bible was originally written by
the Jewish Cabbala masters, which is based on the ten (ten being God). The 10th generation after Adam was
Noah, and followers are expected to adhere to the Ten Commandments. xxxviii There are also ten oxherding pictures
in Zen Buddhist enlightenment teachings.
12/13
These two numbers represent possibilities. The number 12 is 6x2 and 3x4 thus seen to have a great
relationship to events in the material world. However the number 12 is actually related to 13. It seems there is
never a 12 without the 13, even though for some reason 13 is deemed unlucky. When we buy a baker’s dozen we
don’t get 12 but 13 donuts. The sky has 12 Zodiac signs, but is always claimed to be a 13th sign that was
eliminated from Western wisdom two thousand years ago. Thirteen signs still exist in the Chinese and Maya
astrological system. There were 12 disciples, but Jesus kept them together. There were 12 Greek gods at
Olympus with Zeus at the center, 12 Knights of the Round Table around Arthur. There were also 12 Tribes of
Israel, Labours of Hercules, Generals of Washington’s Army to fight for the 13 Colonies, 12 meridians of
Chinese medicine with a 13th central channel. Thus the number 12 is the way for us to reach beyond to find the
hidden (13) which is at the core. Geometrically the earth is thought of as having 12 pieces that have been sown
together looking like a big soccer ball. The markings on the original soccer ball may have been used to hide
within the game the secrets of the actual makeup of the planet.

87:The Egyptians placed their knowledge of number and geometry into their artwork and reliefs, here in Meruka's templetomb Sakkara

Magic Squares
A magic square is a math problem, but was seen by alchemists as laden with secret wisdom. A magic
square occurs when consecutive numbers, starting from 1 are laid on a grid. Each row and column will add up to
the same number. The columns of the square that uses the numbers one to nine all add to fifteen and is thought to
represent the planet Saturn. There are seven magic squares to relate the seven planets (chakras). xxxix
Beyond Numbers
Robert Temple in his book Crystal Sun speaks of the Comma of Pythagoras, which is the number 1.0136
and called the “greatest secret of Egypt.” When the real earth year 365.2422 is divided by 360 (the original year)
the result is 1.0145. Thus it may be that this number helps to understand the difference of time and space on the
earth the way it is supposed to be (a 360 day orbit) as opposed to what it has become (a 365.24 day orbit). The
actual difference between the comma of Pythagoras and the divided numbers of the earth is 9.6 ten thousandths.
9.604 is the “uncertainty constant” (Sigma 9.604x10 exponent –14) that determines nuclear particles. Just as
these numbers show the difference between the wobble and the actual, it may help us to understand the real
(spirit) and unreal (illusion of matter).
The value of pi (3.1416) is made up of a particle (.1416) and a whole number (3) that in this case says
that the principle it represents functions on the three dimensional plane. Thus the Golden Section (1.618) can be
seen to relate to the oneness of the All for its whole number is 1. The particle of a number leads to logarithms,
and the particle of Pythagoras (the .0136) is related to the particle of pi (the .1416) through the multiplication of
the uncertainty constant (0.09604) as .01416 X 0.09604=0.0136. It is also related to music and octaves. Some
have equated the comma of Pythagoras to the formation of all the chemical elements in the material universe. A
number of .007 governs the process, which the Egyptians may have called the “tiny gap.” This tiny gap also
appears in Hermeticist’s Ian Flemming’s code name for James Bond. With a constant of .006 or .008 the material
universe would not function. Doubled the number is 0.014 which is the rounded value of the particle of
Pythagoras. The number 0.0136 is also related to the creation of hydrogen and helium, the building blocks of
stars and planets.xl This tiny gap may have been the numerical way to understand the material universe, while
using the comma of Pythagoras to distinguish between real and illusion. In my opinion, number and geometry
are the ways this reality (prison) were created, much like a computer program. The ancients realized that to break
free of this reality one had to use the reality to work for them, thus to use the same number and geometry to
break free (in essence, change the program). All ancient sites in the world are constructed with this perfect aspect
of geometry and mathematics to make these spots places where one can break free easier.
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